We derive sublinear-time quantum algorithms for computing the Nash equilibrium of two-player zero-sum games, based on efficient Gibbs sampling methods. We are able to achieve speed-ups for both dense and sparse payoff matrices at the cost of a mildly increased dependence on the additive error compared to classical algorithms. In particular we can find ε-approximate Nash equilibrium strategies in complexity
Introduction
A matrix game is a two-player zero-sum game in which both players have only a finite number of pure strategies. We label the moves for the first player (called Alice) by [n] and the moves for the second player (called Bob) by [m] . If Alice plays i ∈ [n] and Bob plays j ∈ [m], then Alice gets a payoff A ij ∈ [−1, 1] and Bob gets payoff −A ij . Their individual goal is to get the highest payoff possible. The payoff can be written in matrix form A ∈ [−1, 1] n×m , hence the name matrix game. A game is called symmetric if m = n and A = −A T , in other words, the payoff matrix is skew symmetric.
If one of the players would always play the same move, then (for most games) it would be easy for the other player to win. Hence a strategy will be randomized in general. Let ∆ n be the set of all non-negative vectors in R n that sum to 1, i.e., the set of all probability distributions over n elements. Given a randomized strategy x ∈ ∆ n for Alice and a randomized strategy y ∈ ∆ m for Bob, the expected payoff for Alice is x T Ay. Naturally Bob's goal is to minimize Alice's expected payoff; the best he can do is to assume that Alice plays the best strategy x on her side and optimize his y for that: where e is the all-one vector. Notice that since Alice's strategy x is in ∆ n she can indeed not get a better expected value than λ. In fact, the dual of this LP is the LP for Alice, and due to strong duality this gives the same value! Hence we will call the optimal λ * the value of the game. The corresponding strategies are called a Nash equilibrium. Notice that for a symmetric game the value is always 0. For completeness, let us also state the dual problem:
We will call a strategy y for Bob ε-optimal when Ay ≤ (v * + ε)e, and similar for Alice. Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [GK95] showed that a pair of ε-optimal strategies can be found using a classical computation consisting of O log(n + m)/ε 2 iterations, and O(n + m)/ log(n + m) steps per iteration 1 . In fact, a more careful analysis shows that an iteration can be implemented in s operations, where s is the maximal row and column sparsity of A. Notice that this leads to a sub-linear amount of work! They show this by first converting any game to a symmetric game and then showing that symmetric games can be solved by a randomized algorithm. In Section 2, we give a proof of their results that directly applies to non-symmetric games. In the same paper the authors also prove that any deterministic algorithm would require at least mn/2 queries to the input.
As in recent work on convex optimization using quantum computers [BS17, vAGGdW17, BKL + 17, vAG18] we show that using a quantum computer a quadratic improvement in terms of the dimensions n and m can be achieved, at the expense of a slightly heavier dependence on the precision. In particular, in Section 3.2 we show that on a quantum computer O √ n + m/ε 3 queries to the entries of A and the same number of other gates suffice to implement the algorithm by Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [GK95] . In Section 3.3 we show that this can be improved to O √ s/ε 3.5 for sparse matrices. Note that unlike in the aforementioned works, the classical algorithm that we speed up (and hence our quantum algorithm) does not depend on additional scale parameters, thus the achieved speed-ups seem more applicable in practice.
In Section 4 we also show how to reduce general LP-solving to zero-sum games, resulting in our new general purpose quantum LP-solvers. This reduction introduces an extra dependence on the size of the primal and dual solutions in the complexity. However, the dependence on these parameters and on the approximation error is only cubic, where as an LP-solver obtained from the recent results on SDP-solving [vAG18] would have a fifth power dependence. Furthermore, we give the first quantum LP-solver which depends on the sparsity of the LP instead of on n and m 2 .
Notation. We write e for Euler's constant. For a vector x ∈ R n we write e x for the vector with entries e x i . Throughout the paper i is an index in [n] and j is an index in [m] . We write e j for the j-th standard basis vector and e for the all-one vector when the dimension is clear from context. We use notation O(T ) as a shorthand for O T · polylog T nm εδ .
Computational model. When talking about the time complexity or gate complexity of a quantum algorithm then we assume that all two-qubit gates have unit cost. Furthermore we assume access to a classical-write / quantum-read random access memory at unit cost. We only require such a memory consisting of O 1/ε 2 bits, so not allowing such a gate will worse the gate complexity by at most a factor of O 1/ε 2 .
Classical algorithm
In this section we will present the classical zero-sum game algorithm developed by Grigoriadis and Khachiyan [GK95] , with two alterations:
1. We give the algorithm and its proof without first reducing the problem to symmetric games. In this way we lay more emphasis on the fact that this is a primal-dual approach and on the connection to fictitious play. Furthermore, we hope that this view on the algorithm will allow for an easier application to other problems.
2. The algorithm by Grigoriadis and Khachiyan assumes the desired additive error ε is known from the start of the algorithm. We present a version of the algorithm for which the additive error in the intermediate solutions uniformly decreases during the run of the algorithm, but we also consider a version corresponding to a fixed accuracy goal more similar to their results.
Algorithm 1 Main algorithm
(alternatively in the fixed accuracy-goal version choose η (t) = ε/4)
We start by proving that this algorithm is correct, before giving a bound on the complexity. Lemma 1. Let δ ∈ (0, 1/3). With probability at least δ Algorithm 1 produces a sequence of x (t) and y (t) such that for all t the intermediate solutions
and y (t) / y (t) 1 are ε -optimal solutions with ε = 2 √ t · (3 ln(t) + ln(nm) + ln(1/δ) + 2).
Let ε ∈ (0, 1). If we run the algorithm with η (t) := ε/4 instead, then, with probability at least 1 − δ, the solutions are ε-optimal after T = 16 ln(
iterations.
that is written as an SDP will have SDP sparsity 1 since all the matrices involved are diagonal. Our goal here is to get a dependence on the LP sparsity instead of a dependence on n and m.
Proof. Note that x (t) / x (t) 1 and y (t) / y (t) 1 are indeed probability distributions. Hence
) i ) are feasible points for the primal (1) and dual (2). Due to strong duality, to show that these solutions are ε-optimal, it suffices to show that the difference between their values is at most ε, that is
To do so we consider the potential function
and show that this is bounded from above. In the beginning Φ(0) = nm, moreover
Taking the expectation over the sampling of a and b and working out the sums we get
where we used the fact that for all x ∈ [−1, 1] it holds that e x ≤ 1 + x + 3x 2 /4 , which implies e
and that all the A ia −A bj terms cancel against another A bj −A ia term with the same p
and by taking the expectation on both sides and expanding the recursion we get
By Markov's inequality, with probability at least 1 − δ (t) we have that
Since Φ(t) is the sum of positive terms, each term itself is smaller than the sum. It follows that
Taking the logarithm on both sides, and dividing by
Until now every step works for both choices of η (t) . First we finish the proof of the infinitely running version of the algorithm, where we choose δ (t) := δ 2t 2 . Using the bounds
we find that, with probability at least 1 − δ 2t 2 , we have for (3):
Taking the union bound over the error probabilities we have that the total error probability over all iterations is less than t∈N
6 ≤ δ. Now we finish the analysis of the fixed-error version of the algorithm choosing η (t) := ε/4 and δ (t) := δ. We can then, with probability at least 1 − δ, bound (3) as
this can be further upper bounded by ε.
Once we get the solutions we can estimate the value of the game by simply playing the games with the corresponding randomized strategies. Since in each run the game has bounded value, by Chernoff's bound we get the following:
Claim 2. Given a pair of strategies x, y, let us take k = O 1/ε 2 independent samples i 1 , . . . , i k from x and similarly j 1 , . . . , j k from y. Then with high probability k =1 A i ,j /k is an ε-approximate estimate of the value of the game corresponding to these strategies.
This clearly shows that obtaining the approximate solutions via Algorithm 1 dominates the complexity of approximately computing the corresponding value.
When access to A is given by an oracle which can be queried for any matrix element of A, then the following lemma gives a bound on the cost of the algorithm. Lemma 3. Algorithm 1 can be implemented to find an ε-optimal pair of solutions on a classical randomized computer with probability at least 1 − δ in Proof. The iteration bound follows from Lemma 1. In the rest of the proof we drop the (t) subscript for ease of notation. Since in each iteration only one entry of x changes, the change in u can be computed using m queries. It then requires O(m) work to compute P and p. In the same amount of time the cumulative distribution corresponding to p can be calculated. By generating a random number between 0 and 1 up to high precision and performing binary search on the cumulative distribution we can sample a from p. A similar approach works for y, v, Q, q and b.
When A is given by a sparse oracle which also allows querying for any j the location of the j-th non-zero entry in each row and column, then a further speedup is possible.
Lemma 4. Let s be the maximum number of non-zero entries in a row, and d the maximum number of non-zero entries in a column of A. Algorithm 1 can be used to find an ε-optimal pair of solutions on a classical randomized computer with probability at least 1 − δ in Proof. The iteration bound follows from Lemma 1. In the rest of the proof we drop the (t) subscript for ease of notation. Now, since there is a sparse oracle for the rows of A, the change in u can be computed using s queries and O(s ln(m)) time. Hence, also the multiplicative change in P can be calculated in O(s ln(m)) time. Now, instead of keeping P as a list, we keep it as a tree with the sum of the branches stored at each leaf, see Figure 1 for an example. Now, updating one leaf can be done by walking the tree upward and changing each node as required, which takes O(ln(m)) time. Hence, P can be updated in s ln(m) time. Given a tree structure for the vector P , sampling from P/ P can easily be implemented: walk down the tree, going left or right with probabilities proportional to the node values. Finally we note that there is no need to initialize a full-sized empty tree, the tree can be built during the run of the algorithm.
A similar approach works for y, v, Q, q and b and the lemma statement follows.
Quantum implementation of the algorithm
In the quantum case we aim at a sublinear-time algorithm in m and n, which strictly speaking cannot even read through a single column or row of A. For this we need to assume that we can make quantum queries 3 to the oracles describing A. Also observe that the algorithm always maintains x (t) and y (t) that have at most t non-zero elements. Therefore we can efficiently store x (t) and y (t) during the algorithm and we will only work implicitly with the non-sparse vectors v, u, p and q. We store x (t) in a tree-like data structure in QCRAM, similar to the structure discussed at the end of the last section, see in Figure 1 . This enables us to query elements of x and sample from i ∈ [n] with probability
, both in time O(log(n)). Moreover, it enables the preparation of the quantum state i∈[n] x i / x 1 |i in time O(log(n)), as discussed in [GR02, KP17] . Implementing one iteration of Algorithm 1 essentially boils down to efficient Gibbs-sampling, i.e., implementing sampling from the distribution e x T A / e x T A 1 . Definition 5 (Classical Gibbs distribution). For a vector v ∈ R n let e v denote the vector whose i-th coordinate is e v i . Then G(v)
We will focus on the t-th iteration of Algorithm 1. We assume that x (t) is t-sparse and is stored in the tree data structure, our goal is to sample from G(x T A). Since x is t-sparse we can compute a single element of u = x T A using O(t) steps. Since we have a procedure to calculate u j , we can find the maximal element u j using O(m) calls to this procedure. Call this maximum u max . We will sample from G(x T A − u max e) = G(x T A) since this allows us to use that e u j −umax ≤ 1 for all j. To do this sampling we will use rejection sampling: sample j ∈ [m] uniformly at random, then with probability e u j −umax output j and with probability 1 − e u j −umax output ⊥. If we would post-select on the outcome not being ⊥, then we would have sampled from G(x T A − u max e) = G(x T A). Hence we repeat this procedure an expected O me umax m j=1 e u j ≤ O(m) times until we get an output other than ⊥, resulting in complexity O(mt).
All the steps described above have quadratically faster quantum counterparts. Estimating a single value u j can be done via amplitude estimation, finding the maximum can be achieved using the maximum-finding algorithm by Dürr and Hoyer [DH96] and rejection sampling can be done in O( √ m) steps via amplitude amplification.
Technical Lemmas
In order to describe our quantum algorithms succinctly we introduce some technical results about block-encodings. A unitary U is an a-qubit block-encoding of A if the top-left block of the unitary U is A:
One can think of this as a probabilistic implementation of the linear transformation A: given an input state |ψ , applying the unitary U to the state |0 ⊗a |ψ , measuring the first a-qubit register and post-selecting on the |0 ⊗a outcome, we get a state ∝ A|ψ in the second register. We will often just say that we apply the matrix A to a quantum state |ψ by which we mean that we take the state |0 ⊗a |ψ , where |0 ⊗a are fresh ancilla qubits, and we apply the block-encoding U to the state |0 ⊗a |ψ , and treat the ancilla states |0 ⊗a as an indicator of success. For simplicity we will denote |0 ⊗a by |0 , and in all our applications we will have a = O(log(m + n)). We will use the following result about transforming eigenvalues of block-encodings [LC17, GSLW19]: Then there is a quantum circuitŨ , which is an (a + 2)-qubit block-encoding of P (A), and which consists of d applications of U and U † , (and in case (i) a single application of controlled-U ±1 ) and O((a + 1)d) other one-and two-qubit gates. 4
Finally we invoke some polynomial approximation results which are explicitly or implicitly proven in [GSLW19] .
Lemma 7 (Polynomial approximations). Let β ≥ 1, ξ ≤ 1/2 and t ∈ [0, 1 − 
Dense matrices
Lemma 8 (Sampling from the Gibbs distribution of a linear combination of rows). Suppose that x ∈ R n is stored in a data structure as in Figure 1 , such that 5 x 1 ≤ β for some β ≥ 1. If we have quantum query access to the matrix elements of A ∈ [−1, 1] n×m , then we can sample from a distribution that is δ-close to G(x T A) in total variation distance, in query and time complexity O(β √ m) on a quantum computer with QCRAM.
Proof. Using the tree data structure we can implement a unitary in time O(1) that acts as
where |garbage is some subnormalized quantum state on a (possibly multi-qubit) register. Similarly, with a single additional query we can implement the unitary V acting as 6
where the third and fourth registers have O(1)-qubits. Let SWAP 12 be the gate that swaps the first two qubits. Now observe that for U := V † (SWAP 12 ⊗ I)V we have
i.e., U is a block-encoding of the Hermitian matrix diag(x T A/β). We can estimate the value of u j = i∈[n] x i A ij to additive error say 1/2 with O(β) uses of U and U −1 by amplitude estimation [BHMT02] . Therefore, with u max := max j∈[m] u j , we can also find a constant additive approximationũ max ∈ [u max , u max + 1] in time O(β √ m) with high probability using generalized quantum minimum/maximum-finding [vAGGdW17] . We can boost the success probability to 1 − δ 3 by O(log(1/δ)) repetitions. Using simple block-encoding techniques [GSLW19] we can then also implement U , a block-encoding of M := diag(x T A −ũ max e)/(2β), with a constant overhead. Now we are ready to implement the rejection sampling. We first prepare the uniform superposition |j + |1 |garbage .
= |0 e βM |j + |1 |garbage .
to this uniform superposition. We implement a good approximation of the above by replacing the function e βz /4 with an approximating polynomialP (z), and then using eigenvalue transformation Theorem 6. For this we use an approximation polynomialP (z) as in Lemma 7, with ξ = δ 12em . We can then implement the map |0 |0 |j → |0 |0 P diag(x T A −ũ max e)/2β |j /4 + |1 |garbage , using O deg(P ) = O(β log(1/δ)) steps as shown by Theorem 6.
Finally, we obtain a sample with probability at least 1 − δ 9 using O( √ m log(1/δ)) rounds of amplitude amplification. Note that due to the δ/(12em) accuracy, we sample from a distribution O(δ)-close to G(x T A) in total variation distance.
Theorem 9. Algorithm 1 can be used to find an ε-optimal pair of solutions with probability at least 1 − δ in Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 8, by setting the additive error to O ε 2 δ/ ln(nm/δ) in the latter.
Sparse matrices
Now we describe our result for the case when A has sparse rows and columns. We state the result with s denoting an upper bound on the sparsity of both the rows and the columns. Note that if separate bounds are known for each, then s is simply the maximum of the two bounds.
Lemma 10 (Gibbs sampling from a linear combination of sparse rows). Suppose x ∈ R n ≥0 has at most t non-zero entries and is stored in a data structure as in Figure 1 , and x 1 ≤ β for β ≥ 1. If we have quantum query access to a sparse oracle of A ∈ [−1, 1] n×m having s-sparse rows and columns, then we can sample from a distribution that is δ-close to G(x T A) in total variation distance, in query and time complexity O β 3 2 √ s on a quantum computer with QCRAM.
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that βs ≤ m/4, otherwise the statement follows from Lemma 8. Let us define w ∈ R m by w j := i∈[n] x i |A ij | ≥ u j . The main idea is the following: we can implement Gibbs sampling efficiently for j's where w j ≤ 1, this is because w j ≤ 1 for at least half of the j's (as j∈ [m] w j ≤ βs ≤ m/2), this implies that for these j we have |u j | ≤ 1 and hence the distribution G(u) is quite uniform on these positions. On the other hand Gibbs sampling j's for which w j ≥ 1/2 is also easy, this is because we can find such j's efficiently by first sampling an i with probability x i /β and then sampling a j with probability
Since the two regimes cover every j ∈ [m] we can Gibbs sample a j by combining the two sampling procedures, in a similar fashion to [BKL + 17, vAG18] . Hence the proof is structured as follows: first we show how to approximate u max to constant additive error, then we show how to distinguish the two regimes. Following this we show how to handle the small w j 's and then the large w j 's. We conclude by showing how to apply these procedures together.
To approximate u max recall that using the tree data structure, as in Lemma 8, we can implement a block-encoding U of diag(x T A/β) with a single query to A in time O(1). We can estimate the value of u j = i∈[n] x i A ij to additive error 1/2 with O(β) uses of U . As in Lemma 8 we use the tree data structure to implement a unitary acting as
in time O(1). With a single additional query, we can implement a unitary acting as
We will call the resulting state |ψ . Now, we only need to approximate the maximum u max if it is larger than 1, otherwise we just setũ max = 1, hence we start by assuming that it is greater than 1. Observe that if u j > 1, then (|0 0| ⊗ I ⊗ |j j|)|ψ has squared norm w j /(βs) ≥ u j /(βs) > 1/(βs). This means that the probability of getting outcome |0 in the first register and |j in the last register when measuring |ψ is at least 1/(βs). We can find a constant additive approximationũ max ∈ [u max , u max + 1] of the maximum value by using generalized quantum minimum/maximum-finding [vAGGdW17] with |ψ as the initial superposition over j's and by estimating u j using U . Thus in total it takes time O β 3 2 √ s to find a constant approximation of the maximum with high probability, and as in Lemma 8 we can boost the success probability to 1 − δ/3 with O(log(1/δ)) repetitions. If all u j are less than 1, then the algorithm will return an estimateũ max that is less than 1 and hence we can detect this. Now to distinguish the two cases for w j , consider the unitary W that acts as
which can be implemented using two queries and O(1) gates. Observe that the unitary V := W † (SWAP 12 ⊗ I ⊗ I)W is a block-encoding of the Hermitian matrix diag(w/β). Let ξ be a precision parameter that will be set later. Using Lemma 7 and Theorem 6 we can implement a unitary V that is a block-encoding of diag(Q(w)) such that and apply V to the first register (and to some ancilla qubits) and set a flag to indicate success if the ancilla state does not remain as |0 , so that the amplitude of j decreases by a factor 1 −Q 2 (w j ). The flag signifies the part of the maximally entangled state that corresponds to the small w j . Then, using some fresh ancilla qubits |0 , apply the map e u j −1 2 /4 to the state |j in the second register indicating "success" with a second flag qubit, apply this so that the additive error guarantee is ξ 6 if u j ≤ 1. This can be done in O(β log(1/ξ)) time and queries similarly to Lemma 8. The probability of measuring the success flag and seeing |j in the second register is ξ-close to (1 − Q 2 (w j ))e u j /(16em). Summing this over all j amounts to an overall success probability of Ω(1) for this "partial" rejection sampling procedure, because |u j | ≤ w j ≤ 1/2 for at least half of the indices j ∈ [m]. Now to Gibbs sample for the large w j 's we consider another procedure: prepare the state |ψ and consider the first qubit being in the |0 state as "success". As before we apply V to the first register (and some ancilla qubits) but now we set a flag to indicate success if the ancilla state remains |0 , so that the amplitude of j decreases by a factorQ(w j ). Now we would like to apply e (u j −ũmax)/2 /8 √ w j , we do so in two steps. First we apply the map e (u j −ũmax)/2 /4 to the state |j in the last register with a additive error that is O(ξ) using O(β log(1/ξ)) time and queries. We indicate success with a second flag qubit, similarly to Lemma 8. Then we apply a block-encoding V of diag(R(w)) to the last register, where |R(w j ) − 1/ 4w j | = O(ξ) for all w j ≥ 1/2, with the help of Lemma 7 and Theorem 6. This will take 7 O(β log(1/ξ)) time and queries. We set a fourth success flag qubit if we retain the |0 ancilla state. The probability that we see all the flags indicating success and that we get measurement outcome |j in the last register upon measuring the final state, is ξ-close to Q 2 (w j )e u j −ũmax /(64βs), which amounts to an overall success probability of Ω( 1 βs ) for this "partial" rejection sampling procedure. Finally, notice that the two resulting partial Gibbs states are subnormalized in different ways. Let us define N := 16em + 64βseũ max . We sample a j from the full distribution in the following way: with probability 16em N sample j using the first procedure, and with probability 64βseũ max N sample j using the second procedure. Since both procedures have total success probability Ω( 1 βs ) the success probability of the final algorithm is also Ω( 1 βs ). Therefore we can rejection sample a j with O √ βs rounds of amplitude amplification with high probability, and can boost the success probability to 1 − δ/9 by O(log(1/δ)) repetitions. If we set ξ = O δ mβs = O δ m 2 , then the distribution will be δ close to the true Gibbs distribution. The complexity of each rejection sampling round is O(β log(m/ξ)), which leads to the final complexity statement.
Theorem 11. Algorithm 1 can be used to find an ε-optimal pair of solutions with probability at least 1 − δ in Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 8, by setting the additive error to O ε 2 δ/ ln(nm/δ) in the latter.
7 A similar unitary can be implemented with complexity O √ β log(1/ξ) by quantum singular value transformation [GSLW19] of W , however this operation is not the bottleneck so we do not optimize it heavily.
Reduction of general LP-solving to zero-sum games
In this section we will reduce general LPs to zero-sum games to obtain a faster quantum algorithm for LP-solving. A similar argument can be found in for example [CDST19] . We consider an LP in the following standard form:
y ≥ 0, which gives rise to the dual LP
We assume without loss of generality that all entries of A, c and b are in [−1, 1]. Furthermore, we assume a constant R is known such that adding the constraint m i=1 y i ≤ R to the primal will not change the optimal value of the primal. Similarly, we assume a constant r is known such that adding the constraint n j=1 x j ≤ r to the dual will not change the optimal value of the dual. This implies that strong duality holds and the two optimal values coincide, so we will write OPT for this value. Moreover, we can assume without loss of generality that |c i | ≤ R for all i ∈ [n], otherwise we could remove the constraint without changing the value of OPT. Finally, let s denote a bound on the row and column sparsity of A, as well as on the sparsity of b and c. Our reduction will consist of the following steps:
1. Reduce an optimization problem to feasibility using binary search.
2. Scale the problem such that the solutions will be in the simplex.
3. Reduce to a problem where all right-hand sides of the inequality constrains are 0.
4. Reduce to a zero-sum game.
Reduction to feasibility. Note that −R ≤ OPT ≤ R, because b ∞ ≤ 1 and there is an optimal solution with y 1 ≤ R. Hence, if we can answer questions of the type "is OPT > α or OPT ≤ α + ε" then we can use log(R/ε) iterations of binary search to determine OPT up to additive error ε. To answer questions of this form we add c T y ≥ α as a constraint and ask whether there is a feasible y. That is, we want to know whether there is no y satisfying
or, 8 for some fixed ε , there is a y such that
Here we need to be careful with our choice of ε since relaxing all the constraints by ε might change the value of b T y by as much as ε (r + 1), as we will show in the proof of Lemma 12.
Hence we pick ε = Θ(ε/(r + 1)).
Scale to the simplex. Note that by dividing all the right-hand sides by R we simply scale down y such that i y i ≤ 1. This, however, does imply that we want a lower additive error: ε = Θ(ε/(R(r + 1))). Let us define y := (y, z) T where z ∈ R is a new variable. Then we obtain the new feasibility problem
A y ≤ c
Right-hand sides zero. For the final reduction to a zero-sum game, we want that all righthand sides are equal to zero. To achieve this we use that i y i = 1. We introduce an extra variable h and add the constraint i y i = h. If we now constrain the new vector y = (y , h) T into the simplex instead of y then we find that i y i = h = 1/2. Hence by scaling all the right-hand sides by a factor 1/2 we will not have changed whether the LP is feasible. But now we have a variable h that is fixed to a constant, so we can shift the inequalities by setting the right-hand side to zero while appropriately changing the coefficient of h on the left-hand side.
In particular we get the new feasibility problem
A y ≤ 0, where
It suffices to bring down the additive error by a factor of at most two.
A zero-sum game. To construct a zero-sum game as in (1) we simply observe that min y ∈∆ m+2 ,λ∈R λ s.t. A y ≤ λe has a value less than ε iff there is a point that is ε -feasible for the last LP.
8 These cases are potentially overlapping. In the intersection we are happy with either conclusion. 
Now let us prove that the sketch above indeed gives the desired result.
Lemma 12. Finding the optimal value λ * of the game (6) up to additive error ε = ε/(6R(r + 1)) suffices to correctly conclude either OPT < α or OPT ≥ α − ε for the corresponding LP (4).
Proof. Finding the optimal value λ * of the game (6) up to additive error ε will tell us at least one of the following two things:
• λ * > 0
• λ * ≤ 2ε .
First assume we are in the case where λ * > 0. In this case there is no y ∈ ∆ m+2 such that A y ≤ 0.
On the other hand if we would have OPT ≥ α, then there would be a y such that Ay ≤ c, which is a contradiction, hence OPT < α. Now we treat the other case: if λ * ≤ 2ε and y * = (y, z, h) is a strategy with this value, then we find that A y * ≤ 2ε .
This implies that |h − 1/2| ≤ ε . Since −b T y + hα/R ≤ 2ε we get that b T y ≥ hα/R − 2ε ≥ α/(2R) − 2(α/(2R) + 1)ε . A similar argument also shows that for all j ∈ [n] (Ay) j ≤ c j /(2R) + 2(c j /(2R) + 1)ε .
Letŷ = 2Ry, then
Aŷ ≤ c + 2(c + 2R)ε ≤ c + 6Rε .
Let x * be an optimal solution for the dual (5), such that i x i ≤ r. Then by applying weak duality on the relaxed constraints in (8) we find that
and hence by (7) we can conclude OPT ≥ α − 6R(r + 1)ε = α − ε.
Via this reduction we give two new quantum LP-solvers. The first improves the error dependence of quantum LP-solvers to cubic; an LP-solver obtained from a state-of-the-art quantum SDP-solver [vAG18] would have a fifth-power error dependence. The second solver is based on our sparse algorithm and is the first quantum LP-solver that depends on the sparsity of the LP instead of on n and m.
Theorem 13. Given quantum query access to an LP of the form (4), an ε-optimal and ε-feasible y can be found with probability 1 − δ using either For the sparse case let s be the maximum of the sparsity of A, b and c. Then apart from the first two rows, every row and column of A is (s + 3)-sparse. However, the row sparsity only matters in the complexity of the Gibbs-sampling step, in which multiples of the all-one vector can be added to the exponent without changing the Gibbs state. Since the first two rows are the all-one vector plus a 1-sparse vector, we can treat them as effectively 1-sparse for the Gibbs sampling step. The stated complexity bound then follows from Lemma 12 and Lemma 11.
